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The coolest I know – a qualitative study exploring the participation experiences of children with disabilities in an adapted physical activities program

Astrid Nyquist, Reidun Birgitta Jahnson, Thomas Moser and Anna Ullen-hag

ABSTRACT

Purpose: The first aim of the study was to obtain a broader understanding of how children 10–13 years old with disabilities experience participation in self-selected physical activities during an intensive group rehabilitation program. A second aim was to explore how new skills and experiences gained from intensive group rehabilitation can be transferred to meaningful participation in local environments.

Material and methods: Individual in-depth interviews obtained the perspectives on participation of a purposive sample of eleven children with disabilities. The study applied inductive thematic coding of the content associated with participation followed by deductive analysis.

Results: Five main themes were derived; “to learn and to show others new activities”, “belonging, solidarity and friendship”, “activity and participation enjoyment”, “participation on my own terms” and “transfer to the local environment at home”. To practice and learn physical activities during intensive group rehabilitation seemed to enhance transferring of meaningful participation to the local environment, and was related to the children’s activity competence, preferences and self-efficacy.

Conclusions: The rehabilitation stay created a setting where children learned diverse activities together with equal peers, which resulted in mastery, friendship and enjoyment. The children participated on their own terms, and continued to do so in their local environment.

IMPLICATIONS FOR REHABILITATION

- A context of freedom to learn preferred adapted physical activities on children’s own terms is important for transferring meaningful participation to local environments.
- A high intensity rehabilitation program with enough time to try and to learn diverse adapted physical activities is essential to increased activity competence in children with disabilities.
- Attendance in a group of equal peers provides opportunities to experience new roles and thus strengthens the sense-of-self and creates a feeling of belonging, solidarity, friendship and joy.

Introduction

Providing a voice for the experiences of participation in physical activity in children with disabilities is crucial to identifying research knowledge gaps, guiding to improve intervention strategies aiming to optimize participation and thereby enhance health and participation outcomes for children [1].

This article aims to obtain new knowledge about the experiences of participation in self-selected physical activities for children with disabilities. Furthermore, we will explore how children can make use of these experiences and physical and social skills gained from intensive group rehabilitation regarding meaningful participation with peers in their home environment. By using a newly developed conceptual framework of the participation, the FPRC framework, we seek an in-depth understanding of the children’s experiences.

Clinical experiences and research literature emphasize that participation in physical activities is essential for the feeling of belonging and personal growth and development [2–4]. Children with disabilities meet restrictions in their participation due to intrinsic individual factors, such as pain, mobility and communication disorders, and fewer social competences [5–9]. Extrinsic factors like accessibility, availability and negative attitudes of others also restrict a child’s participation [10–12].

The International Classification of Function Disability and Health (ICF) [13] defines participation as a person’s involvement in a life situation [13]. Yet, ICF does not provide a clear definition of the construct of participation, and a conceptual inconsistency related to participation as an outcome seems still to exist [14,15]. A criticized aspect of the ICF is the overlap between the components of activity and participation. The suggestion is that activity is defined as execution of a specific task (the individual perspective of functioning) while participation will represents the societal perspective of functioning. The ICF provides nine categories for the users to differentiate activity and participation components as suits the situation [15,16]. However, the literature agrees, upon two dimensions of participation: the objective and the subjective perspectives [15–18]. The objective dimension is seen as performing an activity and having the same opportunities to participate as others, whereas the subjective perspective includes the psychosocial experience while participating.
Consequently, without a distinct conceptualization of the construct, it is hard to design and evaluate interventions to improve participation. Imms et al. [17] have theorized participation in the Family of Participation-Related Construct (fPRC) framework, and describe participation as two dimensions; attendance and involvement. Attendance, is defined as ‘being there’ whereas involvement is the ‘experience of participation while attending’. The components of attendance refer to the objective dimension of participation, such as frequency and diversity. Involvement represents the subjective dimension of participation including elements of emotional character, such as motivation, engagement, persistence and social connection.

The fPRC framework considers preferences, activity competence and the sense-of-self as individual intrinsic factors, which influence and regulate participation, but they are not participation per se [17]. The child’s preferences for activities and activity competences are strongly related to involvement and represent intrinsic factors [1]. When a child has appropriate or sufficient activity competences (mental and physical) for performance, it enhances the enjoyment of taking part and thereby increases the chances that a child will want to engage further in the activity [19]. Positive participation experiences improve self-efficacy and thereby the child’s sense-of-self. The sense-of-self can be defined as confidence, satisfaction, self-esteem, and self-determination [17,18]. Finally, self-regulation, the ability to direct and monitor thinking, emotions, and actions on desirable achievements, is defined as the glue between intrinsic individual factors and the two dimensions of participation. The relationship between the different elements in the fPRC framework is bi-directional. This implies for example that participation in competitive and non-competitive activities requires certain activity competences, which a child will gain from previous experiences of attending and being involved in the activity (Figure 1) [17].

Since participation is the main goal for children with disabilities, families and physical and occupational therapists, special teachers etc. [20], a number of interventions have been implemented to improve participation [21–25]. Few interventions, however, target efforts on the participation level. Imms et al. describe how participation can be seen both as a process to induce change and as an outcome of intervention, and thus participation can be seen as either the independent or the dependent variable in intervention studies [17]. Viewed from a systems theory perspective, which seems adequate to use because of the complex nature of rehabilitation processes, participation emerges as an interaction among many different systems, each contributing to different aspects, such as intrinsic factors (i.e. skill competences, preferences, sense of self) and extrinsic factors (i.e. assistive devices, support, climate) [26]. Complex systems are constantly being influenced by, and adapting to, their environment. They respond to, and at the same time act upon, the multitude of elements that comprise their unique context [27]. Understanding the interaction between the systems is important to gain knowledge about how and what changes occur over time, as well as the entry points for intervention. Thus, interventions aiming to improve the individual child’s fitness or mobility (body function as an intrinsic subsystem) may enhance the child’s overall activity competence necessary to participate in a particular physical activity. Environmental components, like the provision of assistive devices, such as a special wheelchair for power hockey, reflect extrinsic factors that also might contribute to optimize the conditions for the child’s participation.

A significant body of empirical research has demonstrated that interventions, including tailored coaching and mentoring programs, may help to support children’s participation in the home, school, and community (representing crucial subsystems for children’s development and learning) [21]. Interventions that involved a collaborative relationship with families, including mutually agreed goals that are highly motivating, as well as strategies of educating and supporting parents, and measuring the outcome seemed to be effective [28]. Studies of interventions with a primary focus on body function or activity level outcomes did not demonstrate an effect on participation outcomes [21,29,30]. A review of Henderson Skelton & Rosenbaum et al. [31] indicated that the use of assistive devices for children with disabilities increased their capacity for activity and participation. Several studies have demonstrated moderate levels of methodological quality, which indicates that caution is needed when interpreting and generalizing the results [18,21].

To get a broader understanding of important prerequisite components for children’s participation, it is necessary to heed children’s own experiences. An intensive rehabilitation intervention, built on the ideas of the fPRC framework, which takes into account children’s attendance to a diversity of activities and their involvement, using adapted physical activity and peer learning as main ingredients to enhance individual intrinsic factors such as; activity-competences, self-efficacy and preferences for activities

![Figure 1. Family of Participation-Related Constructs: (a) person-focused processes, (b) environment-focused processes.](image)
have been conducted [32]. The aim of this study was to investigate the following two research questions: 1) How do 10-13 years old children with disabilities experience participation in self-selected physical activities in a group-based rehabilitation program? 2) How can new physical and social skills and experiences gained from intensive group rehabilitation be transferred into meaningful participation with peers in the local environment at home?

Methods

Study design

A cross-sectional qualitative design was applied to explore and describe the complex phenomena of participation in children with disabilities. Individual, in-depth interviews were used to explore subjective experiences. The analysis was consistent with an inductive and deductive approach. First, the categories were derived from the data in inductive content analysis, and the data moves from the specific to the general. This process includes open coding, creating categories and abstraction. The transcribed text is read through several times and main sentences are identified. Open coding means that keywords representing the content are detected. After open coding the keywords that are similar are grouped and combined into categories or general statements [33,34]. The purpose of creating categories is to provide a means of describing the phenomenon, to increase understanding and to generate knowledge. Secondly, a deductive content analysis was used and operationalized based on previous knowledge. The purpose was theory testing [34]. The interpretation was guided both by the empirical interview data and by a strong conceptual framework, embedded in the ideas of the fPRC framework. The deductive content analysis involved a categorization matrix corresponding to the elements of the fPRC framework and the data were reviewed for content and coded for correspondence with the identified categories [34].

Ethics approval for this study (S-08658a 2008/18016) was obtained from the Norwegian Regional Committee for Medical and Health Research Ethics, section South-East C (REK Sør-Øst C).

Participants and intervention

Treatining health professionals recruited the children during a standard rehabilitation stay at Beitostølen Healthsports Center (BHC) in 2010. The Local Environment Model (LEM) is an intervention developed by BHC dedicated to enabling physical activity participation for children with disabilities in local environments [32]. The invited participants were a purposive sample of 11 children from urban and rural communities, both genders, of different ages, who were talkative and showed a genuine interest in participating in the study. The children were eligible to participate in this study if they were a) participating in a Local Environment Model group at BHC b) between 10 and 13 years of age, c) had parents who also consented to participate, and d) had a cognitive and communicative ability. Each of the 11 children (five girls and six boys) accepted invitations to participate in the study and provided informed consent. The children had diverse childhood onset physical or complex disabilities and a mean age of 11y 8m. Diagnostic information is presented in Table 1. The rehabilitation period could take place any time of the year, and the children had two school lessons every day and contact with the local school on Skype during the rehabilitation period.

Before the children arrive to the BHC, a multi-professional team from BHC travels to their local community. The purpose of this meeting is to engage children, parents, and local service providers in the preparation, intervention and follow-up stages of service delivery. Further, the aim is to find out what activities the municipality can offer, to secure that the children can continue an activity learned at BHC in their local environment. The field team also visits the families three months after they have returned home to map each child’s participation, and discuss any barriers families maybe facing. In dialogue with the family and the local service providers strategies to overcome these obstacles are established.

The participants were examined by a medical doctor and a multidisciplinary team at the arrival to BHC. On the second day, the team and the children made a detailed goal-setting plan for the rehabilitation stay at BHC. Goals were also set for the three-month follow-up period based on the children’s activities preferences, directed at enhancing autonomy, activity adherence and self-efficacy. The rehabilitation programme at BHC is based on the ideology of Adapted Physical Activity [35], which means tailor-made physical activities adapted to the specific needs and preferences of each individual with a disability. The Local Environment Model includes collaboration, education and partnership with the children’s families and local communities in order to facilitate continued local environment participation [28,32].

The rehabilitation program includes social and cultural activities and extensive use of outdoor natural facilities on a year-round basis. A wide range of services is offered, including adaptation of environmental factors, assistive technology and individual instruction. The program is intensive with 2-5 hours of physical activity a day, six days a week during three weeks. Most activities are arranged in groups. Through the activities, the staff aims to improve the children’s physical activity efficacy by facilitating mastery experience and optimal challenge. The group setting is considered essential, enabling participants to work together, learn, give feedback to each other, and exchange experiences. The group constellations strive to consist of children from the same community with the hope that they can continue to meet when

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Child</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age (year)</th>
<th>Diagnose/mobility</th>
<th>Personal assistant</th>
<th>Number of stays at BHC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Haakon</td>
<td>boy</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>CP/walking</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erik</td>
<td>boy</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Spina bifida/walking</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morten</td>
<td>boy</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>CP/wheelchair</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristin</td>
<td>girl</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>ADHD + epilepsy/walking</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilde</td>
<td>girl</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Spina bifida/wheelchair</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heidi</td>
<td>girl</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>CP/walking</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sondre</td>
<td>boy</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Syndrome/walking</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atle</td>
<td>boy</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Neuromuscular disorder/ wheelchair outside</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ida</td>
<td>girl</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>CP/walking</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin</td>
<td>boy</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>CP/wheelchair</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ane</td>
<td>girl</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Spina bifida/wheelchair</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Mode of mobility.*
they come home [32]. Finally, a targeted teaching program, also for parents and local health and school professionals, and situated peer learning are considered important for handling chronic disease. The range of activities offered by the rehabilitation centre provides opportunity to determine the activities best suited to each child’s preferences and the possibilities in the local community at home to continue with the activities.

**Procedure and data collection**

The interview procedure was piloted by the first author (A.N.) with a ten-year-old child with disability to ensure that the interview guide was applicable, and that it extracted the information required to meet the aims of the study and thereby strengthen the credibility of the results. Individual, face-to-face interviews were conducted with 11 children after a three week rehabilitation stay at the BHC. Medical record information was collected on diagnosis, age, gender, and demographic data (Table 1). The in-depth interviews consisted of open-ended questions focused on which factors children experienced as significant in relation to participation, and how the transfer of an activity from one context to another could affect the ability to participate in the home environment after the rehabilitation stay.

The interviews were conducted at BHC by the first author (A.N.). A parent was present when so desired. All interviews lasted for 40 to 60 minutes and were digitally recorded. Throughout the interviews, the first author (A.N.) took notes to record factors of importance, as well as to reflect on the interview process, and summarized the interviews for the children to verify correctness [36] and enhance trustworthiness of the results.

**Analysis**

The data from the interviews were anonymised and pseudonyms were created by the authors. The interviews were then transcribed verbatim and analysed according to narrative synthesis and systematic content analysis with thematic coding associated with participation [37].

The first step of the analysis was conducted with an inductive approach. The first author (A.N.) transcribed the interviews and extracted significant words and phrases, and representative keywords regarding the concept of participation. Thereafter, similar keywords were clustered, based on their meaning and became the themes. To gain a conceptual understanding of the phenomenon the research group discussed the themes. Previously analysed transcripts were reviewed and recoded if necessary, further adding to the development of meaningful units. In case of disagreement, consensus discussions with the co-authors were conducted during the coding and interpretation process.

In a second step, the last author (A.U.) applied a deductive approach using the fPRC framework. The researcher independently analysed the keywords, quotes and themes describing the experience of participation that had been extracted in the first step. Keywords and themes pertinent to the different concepts of participation described in the fPRC framework were identified using a categorization matrix (corresponding to the elements of the fPRC framework), and the data were reviewed for content and coded for correspondence with the identified categories. Table 2 provides an example of the analysis including phrases, keywords and themes from the extraction, reduction, and interpretation process. Only minor disagreements arose in the analysis from the two steps and were discussed among the researchers until consensus was reached.

In the second step of the analysis, it was important that the children’s participation experiences were not neglected in the ambition to make the data to fit into the fPRC framework. Thus, the researchers revisited the extracted text several times and read it to become familiar with the children’s voices and the language used. Through this iterating process, the authors found that the fPRC model worked well to describe factors that affected the children’s participation.

**Results**

The thematic analysis revealed five main themes. Four of the themes were related to the first research question about the children’s experiences of participation in self-selected physical
activities at BHC: “to learn and to show others new activities”, “belonging, solidarity and friendship”, “activity and participation enjoyment”, “participation on my own terms”. The fifth theme “transfer to the local environment at home” addressed the second research question, on how children can make use of the experiences gained from intensive group rehabilitation in meaningful participation with peers in their home environment.

To learn and to teach others new activities

Through an intensive rehabilitation period, children experienced and had possibilities to learn several new physical activities and improve previously learned skills. The children described this freedom of choice as a new experience, unlike at home, where they had to opt out or withdraw from activities because participation was not possible. When the children participated in preferred activities in this safe and including setting, they used their current skills, and improved former skills, which they could transfer to other contexts and sometimes play an instructor role in relation to other children.

“Here we can try out many different things, almost anything we want. It's also a good place to learn something new. And it's cool that you can teach things to others. I may be good at something that the others cannot do so well, like riding a bike for example. Then they look at me and we learn from each other” (Ané).

Another boy experienced that it was by helping others with practical things that he got to know new people and expressed, “it's so good that I can help a little, besides being with the others” (Sondre). The experience of being able to teach other children was a new and very satisfying experience for most of the children, which became part of the mastery experience and thereby a strengthened sense of self.

Belonging, solidarity and friendship

The analysis generated another important theme related to participation in a group with other children of the same age and with various disabilities. Belonging in a group setting and feeling equal to others was very important. Most children expressed that this desire was crucial for maintaining participation in their home environment. One boy had a pronounced goal to find activities that he could perform with peers. As the boy said, “I do more things with my mother and father, and sometimes with a physiotherapist, but preferably, I want to be with the other children. When they play football, I would also like to do it” (Haakon).

A feeling of solidarity, not being the only one with special needs, was a common theme in the children’s reasoning about being in a rehabilitation setting that gave freedom to adapt ways and means, and enough time to master. “Here, it's not just me who has problems. All of us need some help to succeed. Look at Ida, for example, she has learned to ride a bike. Just think how proud she must be. I would have been, anyway” (Heidi)! To share frustrations and joy creates a connectedness. As two children said, “we learn a lot from each other, and finally there are some others that know how it is” (Erik and Morten). To obtain sufficient competence, and thus be “good enough” among significant others, appears to be crucial for participation. Or, as one girl expressed, “When there are others with disabilities, it’s not so obvious what problems you have. It gives you the feeling of being accepted and you can make mistakes without the consequences being so visible” (Ida). Another child’s statement focused on being in a group where she felt safe enough to participate in activities she could not master. “We accept each other and then try things our own way, and it doesn’t matter if you don’t get it right anyway. Somehow, this has become my safe haven” (Hilde).

For some of the children, this was the first time they experienced an opportunity to make friends. As one boy said, “We have become friends and will have contact later. We will at least attend swimming both of us” (Morten). Another statement concerning friendship was “It's very important to make friends with peers in the same situation, especially when you become older” (Martin). Being part of a group and doing activities was a way for the children to experience different situations with peers. It gave them opportunity to build friendships, which strengthened the experience of being able to participate.

Activity and participation enjoyment

The third theme concerns the importance of enjoyment while participating in an activity. When the children were engaged in activities of their own choice it promoted a sense of joy and fulfillment. All the children expressed a feeling of pleasure, which was associated, for them, not only with participation in new activities, but also with the connection between group participants. Participation in adapted physical activities made it possible for the children to experience mastery and success that they would not have otherwise experienced. When describing the experience of participation in the rehabilitation setting, the children often mentioned; “We have so much fun” (Erik and Morten) or, “I can't wait to participate in the activities” (Kristin). “Now it’s more meaningful” (Heidi). With great exuberance, the children referred to experiencing joy during the activities. They had fun and they stated that it was “just so good” (Kristin and Heidi) to participate.

Participation on my own terms

The children described a feeling of being free from the worries of their disabilities and of not being good enough, as they were not subjected to stigmatization associated with their disabilities. One boy said, “I would say that here, no one is different, and things are adapted for us, so somehow we can be like others. It’s easier to talk to others here too, since everyone has something” (Atle).

A girl felt the same way and said, “I suppose that everyone has something, isn't that true? And somehow then it seems like your shortcomings are not noticed. I can be myself and relax. It is not so difficult to fit in either” (Ida).

The shared experiences of learning and performing individually adapted physical activities developed a social connection among the children helping the individual child to overcome an experience of inadequacy that might be prominent in their everyday live. In previous not adapted activities it was difficult to keep up with friends, since the activities were either too physically demanding or the pace or tempo was too high, which could trigger a sense of lack of involvement. Being a valued participant contributed to a feeling of meaning in the activity and increases a sense of participation.

Transfer to the local environment at home

The final theme “transfer to the local environment at home” can be illustrated by Morten’s story, which points out how children in different contexts can experience participation as both attendance and involvement. The coolest Morten knows is soccer, but he does not really play soccer. It is his brother, who plays soccer, but even without attending the game, Morten is very involved, since his brother and all his friends play soccer. He is a passionate
A supporter and thinks that soccer is fun, even if he never gets to play real matches. He is engaged in his brother's victories and probably also in his losses. But Morten has won real power-hockey matches! He learned it at his first stay at BHC. Now he exercises once a week and plays tournaments during week-ends, sometimes with his brother and friends.

A.N. (first author) asks him: Is there something you really like to do?
Morten answers: The coolest I know is soccer. They play a lot of soccer at school, and I play a little by myself in the garden at home. Before I played at “After school” but now none of my friends are there anymore… I don't play on a soccer team, you know, that's only my brother who is on a team. I can't do the same as the others, you know.

What is it that makes soccer so much fun?
That's because all my friends do it! Before they let me be a referee, but not anymore. The others become like a little annoyed if I made mistakes… I can't move the wheelchair fast enough, you know, not on the grass anyway.

A.N. asks further: Do you play soccer now, then?
Yes, a little, at school it happens that my teacher makes sure that I am allowed to play. I am placed as a striker, but some say it's unfair…. But soccer is fun even if I never get to play real matches. My brother often wins. Last time they won 6-0!!…. But, do you know, I have won a real power-hockey match!

So you play power-hockey? You haven't told me that.
Oh, yes, that's great fun, and it goes really fast! Me and my dad learnt it last time we were here at the center. Now we are training once a week, and then we go to play tournaments. My brother sometimes comes with us, and Iver, that's my friend, you know. He also joins even if he doesn't have a wheelchair. He can borrow one, but not as cool as mine, though. I have a special wheelchair just for power-hockey. Have you ever tried power-hockey?!! (Morten)

Several children expressed that they had learned something new and found an activity they can do at home. For one of the children (Sondre) the main goal of participating in the intensive group rehabilitation program was to find a “cool activity” that he could do together with friends at home. In previous activities he had done at home, he could not keep up with friends, thus the activities were either too physically demanding or the pace or tempo was too high. All the children expressed that it was important to be able to continue to do the activity at home and to have someone to do it with. “We have become so well-known and it is important that we continue to meet. We'll find things together afterwards when we get home, me and Sigurd” (Martin).

Several children also stated that the time aspect was crucial for transferring participation to the local environment. It was important that it did not take too long before they could continue to do the activity at home. Sondre: “Things must happen quite soon after I have come home, otherwise you lose the desire to continue. For example, now I think it's fun to swim, so I have to continue swimming when I come home while I remember why I thought it was fun.” Or as Atle expressed: “It may happen that time just goes and I will lose my desire.”

Discussion
The dimensions of the fPRC framework were reflected in the transcribed texts from each interview, revealing the five described main themes, four related to the first research question about children's experiences of participation in the intensive group rehabilitation, and one addressing the second research question on the transfer of these experiences to meaningful participation with peers at home.

To learn and to show others new activities
According to the fPRC framework, there is a bi-directional link between participation and activity competence, including a process of acting and learning. The children need certain cognitive, physical and social abilities to perform an activity, which they learn, practise and improve by participating in the activity [17]. The context is also essential, as the program provides the children with the time needed to be able to learn new skills in a social context where all the children are struggling with the learning process (Table 2). The experiences of learning new skills have been highlighted in the literature to be important to children for their participation in daily activities [38]. However, it is not only the acquisition of new skills that is meaningful for the children's participation, but also to learn more about their own abilities and limitations among other children with disabilities [39]. Self-perception is shaped through others’ reflections, and to be able to help others with similar impairments created new roles in the group, and thereby a new self-understanding.

In the fPRC framework, the group setting comprises extrinsic factors like people, place, activity objects and time, and the relationship between the context and the person is seen as transactional. The relationship can be illustrated by the children's positive experiences in the group setting, where they could not only choose and learn a number of different activities, but also have the time, the assistance and the devices necessary to utilize the opportunities. In addition, the activity experiences provided a feeling of mutual acceptance among the children. If the attitudes of the social environment are supportive and understanding, not judgmental, it strengthens the sense of acceptance, which affects the sense-of-self [39]. These results were confirmed by the review of elements contributing to meaningful participation by Willis et al. [39].

Belonging, solidarity and friendship
Group based interventions, built on a supportive atmosphere that inspires social connections, where children have role models, and where activities are adapted to the children's competences seem to be important ingredients for meaningful participation [39]. The sense of belonging was an important element for the children to experience meaningful participation. A feeling of connectedness to others developed through shared experiences and diminished the child's sense of isolation [39]. The statements of belonging, solidarity and friendship highlight that the social component of participation was very important and gave the activities meaning. According to the fPRC framework, involvement is strongly related to social connections, affectation and motivation [17]. Consistent with the children's experiences of participation, it appears to be crucial to establish opportunities for children to connect with peers and make friendships. Willis et al [39] concluded that a group setting where children had possibilities to develop and confirm their identity among equal peers with disabilities is essential to fostering a feeling of relatedness [39]. The opinions expressed of the children in this study are in line with such a perspective.
Activity and participation enjoyment

Enjoyment and fulfilment can be achieved in a variety of ways including intrinsic and extrinsic factors according to the fPRC model. Activities chosen by the children, experience of mastery, support received from therapists, friends and family, and socialisation with peers were recognized as internal and external contributors to having fun. Intrinsic concepts in the fPRC framework such as Sense-of-self, and preferences, are both antecedents to, and consequences of, participation enjoyment [17]. Sense-of-self is influenced by our participation experiences, such as having fun, and this is predicting future involvement. Several studies have demonstrated the importance of choosing preferred activities in order to enhance children’s motivation, focus, and participation enjoyment [19,40]. There seems to be a dynamic relationship between, preferences, enjoyment and the sense-of-self, which is based on previous participation experiences and which will predict future involvement. To be involved and engaged in an activity will also promote a more solid perception of wellbeing and happiness, and thereby enhance the person’s intensity and focus in the activity while participating.

Participation on my own terms

Attending an activity does not automatically guarantee involvement in the activity. Rather, the feeling of involvement is dependent on the behaviours of others and the subjective experience of being an actor in a particular situation. The possibility to perform activities on your own terms in an accepting and supporting context is crucial to developing a feeling of mastery. The adaptive context in combination with children’s preferences and experience of skill-competences form children’s sense-of-self, which in turn affects which activities they want to attend and be involved in.

Studies have described the importance of social interactions between individuals with similar disabilities to explore and strengthen an identity [38,39,41]. The others will become role models and help the children to understand themselves better. They will also experience being role models to others, which will strengthen the feeling of mastery further.

Transfer to the local environment at home

To transfer new skills and experiences gained from intensive group rehabilitation into meaningful participation with peers at home will be easier to realize with past experience of enjoyment and success, through which preferences are established. By means of adapted physical activity and peer learning on their own terms, the children developed activity competence during the intensive rehabilitation period. An appropriate activity competence reinforces a child’s self-efficacy and sense-of-self to handle a certain situation, which, in turn stimulates the child to seek for new available settings to participate in. The continuity seemed to be essential for the children to transfer their participation in an activity at home, otherwise there would be a risk that the children lost their motivation in doing the activity. The range of activities offered by the rehabilitation centre should also be activities the municipality can offer, to secure that the children can continue an activity learned at BHC in their local environment. Furthermore, several children expressed that it was important to have a friend to do the activity together with. The Local Environment Model at BHC has the ambition to create groups consisting of children from the same community, with the hope that the children can continue to meet when they come home.

To be able to transfer physical activity participation into the local community it was essential to understand the nature of transactional processes between elements: how intrinsic factors such as activity competence, preferences and sense of self, and the context are linked. The Local Environment Model at BHC is goal-directed and family-centered, with focus on collaboration, education and resource-building in partnership with local communities to facilitate long-term physical activity participation [28,32].

Strengths and limitations

A qualitative design with individual in-depth interviews and content analysis was considered to be the most appropriate approach to obtain a broader understanding of how children experience participation in physical activities. Even though the participants were a purposive sample of only 11 children, they were boys and girls of different ages, who had various disabilities with different functional levels, and come from different rural and urban regions of Norway. This was believed to be rather representative for the population group of children with disabilities, and strengthens the transferability of the results. However, the intensive inpatient rehabilitation blocks may not be transferable to other countries due to policy differences, but as described by Willis et al. [32] the active ingredients may be transferable to other contexts in different countries.

A limitation could be that children potentially did not understand the questions or give the expected answers. The interviewer, however, who is an experienced sports pedagogue working with children with disabilities for many years, and with a master degree and PhD in adapted physical activity, verified her interpretations of the children’s responses using summaries and follow-up questions to strengthen the trustworthiness of the results. Credibility was also strengthened by parents being present who confirmed the children’s statements. Social desirability, however, could also affect the children’s answers, and thus the presence of the parents could reduce credibility.

In the content analysis process, it was important to interpret the children’s experiences as correctly as possible and therefore a manifest abductive approach was used. Reflective commentaries after each interview illustrated the researcher’s immediate impression of the data collected and were utilized to verify the interpretations of the children’s experiences, which are considered to establish credibility [36]. Further, the researchers revisited the extracted text several times, re-reading it to become familiar with the children’s voice and the language used. Debriefing sessions between researchers concerning differences in the analysis from the two steps were discussed until consensus was reached. Finally, similar results in the research literature [19,39,42] and with rich descriptions of the phenomenon and the participants strengthen the assumption that the results can be transferred to other situations and contexts.

Conclusion and implications

The themes emerging from in-depth interviews and the analysis using the fPRC framework contributed to a broader understanding of the elements that created meaningful participation experiences in this group of children with disabilities. Intrinsic factors, such as freedom of choice, increased activity competence, and the feelings of belonging and enjoyment, as well as extrinsic factors including the group setting and collaboration with local
communities seem to be essential for transferring meaningful participation to the local environment.

As previous research has stated [40,43,44], it seems to be important to consider the children’s freedom of choice, as their preferences for activities will create motivation and enjoyment for children to participate. Further, therapists should use strategies to increase children’s activity competence [45]. Building activity-competences into physical activities enhances a child’s self-efficacy and has a positive impact on their sense-of-self when they can perform activities on their own terms. Therefore, different aspects need to be considered, such as, intensity of training, children’s different functional levels, adaptation of activities and the need for assistive devices.

In general, integration of children with disabilities has been advocated, but these qualitative data suggest that children may need temporary settings where they come together with equal peers, get enough time and support to learn new skills, and where activities are adapted to a child’s ability, create opportunities to experience fulfillment and happiness [3,9,39]. These adapted settings seem to be required in order for the children to develop physical and social skills that are valuable for participating in their everyday environment together with peers. Further, group-based interventions where children experience connectedness and solidarity with peers with disabilities provide possibilities to develop identity and a sense of belonging where children feel that they are accepted for who they are and not stigmatized according to their disability. Saebu et al. [44] emphasized that experiences of relatedness was the most important need for participation in physical activities among adults with disabilities.

To transfer skills and experiences gained from intensive rehabilitation into meaningful participation with peers in the local environment at home, intervention strategies need to apply a systems theoretical perspective. Seeing that children’s experience of involvement depends on extrinsic and intrinsic factors, the activity and the context, implies that all elements in the fPRC framework need to be considered.
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